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A B S T R A C T 

We introduce a new parameter λDS to quantify the dynamical state of galaxy clusters and test it using simulations from THE 

THREE HUNDRED cluster zoom suite. λDS is a combination of three previously used dynamical state measures, namely virial 
ratio, centre of mass offset, and substructure mass fraction, crafted to assume a double-Gaussian distribution, thereby yielding 

a natural division between relaxed and unrelaxed clusters where the Gaussians cross. Using dark matter-only simulations, we 
identify the optimal separator to be λDS = 3.424. We test this same criterion on two sets of fully hydrodynamical THE THREE 

HUNDRED runs ( GADGET-X and GIZMO-SIMBA ), and find only a weak dependence on the input baryonic physics. We correlate 
the evolution of λDS with the mass accretion history and find that halo mass changes of �M 200 

M 200 
� 0 . 12 do not typically alter the 

dynamical state. We examine the relaxation period, defined as the time taken to return to relaxation after becoming disturbed, 
and find a correlation between this relaxation period and the strength of halo mass change �M 200 

M 200 
. By fitting this correlation, we 

show that the relaxation period can be estimated from 

�M 200 
M 200 

(even for multiple mass accretion events) with good accuracy. 

Key words: galaxies: clusters: general – galaxies: evolution – galaxies: haloes. 
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 I N T RO D U C T I O N  

alaxy clusters are the largest gravitationally bound structures in the
niverse, and as such they are highly studied objects both obser-
ationally and theoretically. In the current cosmological paradigm,
lusters grow via hierarchical structure formation from the assembly
f smaller structures, and since they are the largest virialized objects,
hey are still in the process of assembling today. Thus it is interesting
o examine and quantify the dynamical state of clusters, i.e. how
lose to virial relaxation it is at any given time, since this is an
mportant consideration when trying to e.g. estimate cluster masses
rom observations for constraining cosmological parameters (e.g.
elson et al. 2012 ; Biffi et al. 2016 ; Gianfagna et al. 2021 ), measure

luster formation times (e.g. Mostoghiu et al. 2019 ), and constrain
luster concentrations (e.g. Neto et al. 2007 ). 

Hierarchical merging can temporarily displace clusters from virial
quilibrium, and thus provide unique events to study a range of physi-
al processes (e.g. Poole et al. 2006a ; Zenteno et al. 2020 ). Disturbed
lusters provide test bed for � CDM model (e.g. Thompson, Dav ́e &
agamine 2015 ; Kim, Peter & Wittman 2017 ; Sereno et al. 2018 ),

nd their enhanced strong lensing efficiency provides powerful tools
o investigate the universe at high redshift (see Baldi et al. 2013 ;
cebron et al. 2019 , for example). The cluster dynamical state

lso impacts the properties of galaxies within clusters. For example,
orell et al. ( 2020 ) found that galaxies evolve in the same way into

 Gaussian or non-Gaussian velocity distribution system (classified
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s relaxed or unrelaxed clusters), but their formation histories lead to
ifferent mixtures of galactic types and infall patterns. Furthermore,
isturbed clusters can be used to examine the most extreme ram
ressure events and study the cluster intracluster medium (ICM)
hanks to so-called jellyfish galaxies (McPartland et al. 2015 ). Lastly,
t has been found that the halo formation time affects the central
CG properties (Cui et al. 2022 , see also Cui et al. 2021 for a similar

esult at lower halo masses), thus this can be also linked to the cluster
ynamical state. 
The recent formation history of galaxy clusters correlates strongly

ith its degree of dynamical equilibrium (e.g. Wong & Taylor 2012 ),
ince an active recent merger history is more likely to result in a
luster departing from virialization. As a result, galaxy clusters can
ave a wide range dynamical states, which, at a basic level, can be
oughly classified into two cate gories: relax ed (or virialized) and
on-relax ed (or non-virialized). Relax ed clusters are e xpected to
ave a nearly spherical shape and a Gaussian line-of-sight velocity
istribution (e.g. Faltenbacher & Diemand 2006 ), while non-relaxed
lusters can show elongated shapes (Gouin, Bonnaire & Aghanim
021 ), non-Gaussian velocity distributions (Hou et al. 2009 ), the
resence of massive substructures (Lopes et al. 2018 ), and irregular
orphological properties (e.g. Mantz et al. 2015 ; De Luca et al.

021 ). Quantifying how these (potentially) observable properties
orrelate with the cluster’s dynamical state is thus of significant
nterest for using clusters as a testbed for cosmology and galaxy
volution. 

To this end, many different approaches for classifying cluster
ynamical states and assessing the relaxation degree of clusters have
een developed, both theoretically using simulations (see Cui et al.
© The Author(s) 2022. 
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017 , and references therein), and in observations (see De Luca et al.
021 , and references therein). In observations, cluster dynamical 
tates can be classified by examining both the galaxy population and 
he X-ray emitting ICM. Wen & Han ( 2013 ) developed methods to
uantify the substructure and dynamical state of galaxy clusters by 
sing photometric data from the Sloan Digital Sk y Surv e y. Capalbo
t al. ( 2021 ) and De Luca et al. ( 2021 ) investigated the correlation
etween cluster dynamical states and cluster morphology measured 
hrough images of the surface brightness in the X-ray band and using
he thermal Sun yaev-Zel’do vich effect. In simulations, there are a 
ariety of ways the halo dynamical state can be e v aluated. Using
ark matter-only (DMO) simulations, Bett et al. ( 2007 ) used the
ntegrated virial ratio 2 T / | W | + 1 to classify dynamical states, and
uggested 2 T / | W | + 1 < 1.5 to select haloes in quasi-equilibrium
tates. Neto et al. ( 2007 ) expanded the criteria by including sub-
tructure mass fraction and centre-of-mass offset, which contain 
he information of the constituents in the cluster and the shape 
f cluster, respectiv ely. Sha w et al. ( 2006 ) additionally took the
urface pressure energy E s into account in virial ratio calculation 
see also Cui et al. 2017 , for detailed calculation for hydrody-
amic simulations). Davis, D’Aloisio & Natarajan ( 2011 ) found the 
ffect of the potential energy from particles outside of haloes is
egligible. 
A drawback of all these methods, both observational and theo- 

etical, is that they usually yield a unimodal distribution for their 
ynamical state parameter (in either single or combined parameters; 
aggar et al. 2020 ; De Luca et al. 2021 ). As a result, the threshold for
emarcating relax ed v ersus unrelax ed clusters (in order to e.g. select
 sample of relaxed clusters) is not obvious, and is often chosen
omewhat arbitrarily. It would be more satisfying if a dynamical 
tate parameter could be constructed that displayed a more bimodal 
istribution, for which the separation between relaxed and unrelaxed 
bjects could be more robustly determined. Importantly, this param- 
ter must be relatively insensitive to the detailed baryonic physics, 
ince the complex interplay particularly of feedback processes within 
 cluster is currently not well-understood. Developing a dynamical 
tate measure satisfying these constraints will be our first key goal 
n this paper. 

Such a quantity is useful towards more rigorously studying 
ow the cluster dynamical state evolv es. F or instance, one key
uestion that is not so thoroughly studied in the literature is the
elaxation time-scale of the cluster dynamical state, i.e. how long 
oes it need from being disturbed to relaxing back into hydrostatic 
quilibrium, which could help us understand cluster thermalization 
Sereno et al. 2021 ). In this work, as an application of our newly
eveloped dynamical state, we quantify the relaxation time-scale of 
lusters. 

To conduct these investigations, we will utilize the large and mass-
omplete sample of cluster zoom re-simulations from THE THREE 

UNDRED project. This suite contains 324 cluster simulations run 
n DMO mode, and also with two modern galaxy evolution models, 
ncluding active galactic nucleus (AGN) feedback. Furthermore, it 
volves large zoom regions out to at least 5 × the virial radius,
eaning that the dynamics of infalling objects can be tracked reliably. 
he large and homogeneous sample is critical for developing and 
xploring our dynamical state measure. 

The layout of this paper is as follows: we introduce the THE

HREE HUNDRED project in Section 2 . The new parameter-free 
luster dynamical classification method and separation of relaxed and 
nrelaxed clusters are presented in Section 3 . Our main results on the
luster dynamical state are shown in Section 4 . We finally conclude
nd discuss our study on cluster dynamical state in Section 5 . 
 T H E  T H R E E  H U N D R E D  PROJECT  

he THE THREE HUNDRED 

1 consists of 324 resimulated clusters 
nd 4 field re gions e xtracted from the MultiDark Planck simulation,
DPL2 (Klypin et al. 2016 ). The MDPL2 simulation has cosmo-

ogical parameters of �M 

= 0.307, �B = 0.048, �� 

= 0.693, h =
.678, and σ 8 = 0.823. All the clusters and fields have been simulated
sing the full-ph ysics h ydrodynamic codes GADGET-X (GX in short,
asia et al. 2015 ; Steinborn et al. 2015 ; Beck et al. 2016 ), GADGET-
USIC (Sembolini et al. 2013 ), and a version of GIZMO-SIMBA

Dav ́e et al. 2019 ) re-tuned slightly to the lower resolution of THE

HREE HUNDRED (Cui et al. 2022 ). The first two are based on
ADGET2 (Springel 2005 ) using smoothed particle hydrodynamics, 
hile the latter is based on the GIZMO code (Hopkins 2015 ) using
eshless Finite Mass hydrodynamics. In the resimulation region, 

he mass of dark matter and gas particles are 12 . 7 × 10 8 h 

−1 M � and
 . 36 × 10 8 h 

−1 M �, respectively. Each cluster resimulation consists 
f a spherical region of radius 15 h 

−1 Mpc at z = 0 centred on one
f the 324 largest objects within the host MDPL2 simulation box,
hich is 1 h 

−1 Gpc on a side. The halo masses of central galaxy
lusters range from 6 . 4 × 10 14 h 

−1 M � to 2 . 63 × 10 15 h 

−1 M �. 
A more detailed introduction of THE THREE HUNDRED can be 

ound in Cui et al. ( 2018 ). Besides these studies on the cluster
ynamical state which has been mentioned in the introduction, these 
imulated galaxy clusters have been used for different proposes: the 
laments around the clusters (Kuchner et al. 2020 , 2021 ; Kotecha
t al. 2022 ; Rost et al. 2021 ); the backsplash galaxies (Haggar et al.
020 ; Knebe et al. 2020 ), and shock radius (Baxter et al. 2021 ;
nbajagane et al. 2022b ). The advanced baryon models in hydro-
ynamic simulations allow us to perform a detailed investigation 
n the cluster properties, such as profiles (Mostoghiu et al. 2019 ;
i et al. 2020 ), substructure and its baryonic content (Arthur et al.
019 ; Haggar et al. 2021 ; Mostoghiu et al. 2021b , a ), the cluster
non-)thermalization (Sayers et al. 2021 ; Sereno et al. 2021 ), the
undamental plane (D ́ıaz-Garc ́ıa et al. 2022 ), and the cluster mass
ias (Ansarifard et al. 2020 ; Li et al. 2021 ; Anbajagane et al. 2022a ).
dditional runs allow us to investigate more things: such as the effect
f environment by comparing to void/field regions (Wang et al. 2018 ); 
onstraining the dark matter cross-section with the self-interacting 
ark-matter run (Vega-Ferrero et al. 2021 ); examining the chameleon 
ravity (Tamosiunas et al. 2022 ). 
In this paper, we only use the haloes identified by the Amiga’s Halo

inder ( AHF; Knollmann & Knebe 2009 ) with a spherical o v erdensity
f 200 ρcrit . The progenitors of these haloes are tracked and identified
sing the MERGERTREE that is part of the AHF package. We only
ocus on the main progenitors of the cluster, which is defined as
he highest matched halo in the previous snapshot, for tracking their

ass accretion history. 

 CLASSIFYING  CLUSTER  DY NA M I C A L  

TATES  

his paper aims to determine a new statistic for the dynamical state
f clusters that provides a cleaner separation between relaxed and 
nrelaxed systems. In this section, we re vie w v arious dynamical state
arameters employed in the literature, including a combination of 
arameters introduced by Haggar et al. ( 2020 ) on which we base our
tatistic, and then develop our optimized combined statistic designed 
o best satisfy our goals. 
MNRAS 516, 26–38 (2022) 
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.1 Dynamical parameters and previous work on classifying 
luster dynamical states 

n the literature (see e.g. Cui et al. 2017 ), various parameters have
een used to describe the dynamical states of clusters. Among the
ost commonly used parameters are: 

(i) The virial ratio, η. 
he exact expression for the virial theorem is 

1 

2 

d 2 I 

d t 2 
= 2 T + W − E s (1) 

here I is the moment of inertia, T and W are kinetic energy and
otential energy respectively, and E s is the energy from surface
ressure P . 
f the cluster system is in dynamical equilibrium, equation ( 1 ) will
educe to 

 T + W − E s = 0 , (2) 

hich can be rewritten as 

2 T − E s 

| W | = 1 . (3) 

herefore, the virial ratio is defined as 

= 

2 T − E s 

| W | , (4) 

nd a relaxed cluster is expected to have η ≈ 1. 
n principle, any system with η �= 1 is out of equilibrium. But
ypically, clusters with η close to 1 are still considered to be in
quilibrium. Since this statistic typically shows a unimodal distribu-
ion for simulated clusters, there is no obvious boundary on how far
way from η = 1 a cluster is required to be in order to be considered
nrelaxed or out of dynamical equilibirium. In our case, we adopt
he quantity | η − 1 | as a measure for the how far out of equilibrium
 system is, which we will incorporate in our measure. 

(ii) Subhalo mass fraction, f s . 
 s represents the fraction of the mass of the cluster contained in
ubhalos, in our case as identified by AHF . Ho we ver, this fraction does
ot include the most massive central substructure since it includes
ll the particles that do not bound to any other substructures. 
or the most relaxed clusters, the subhalo mass fraction should be
airly small, f s � 0.1. Ho we ver, in the case where a large subhalo that
as recently fallen in and not yet dynamically relaxed, there will be
ubstantial mass within this subhalo. Hence f s ef fecti v ely serv es as a
easure of how far out of equilibrium a cluster is. 
(iii) Centre of Mass Offset, � r . 

he offset of the centre of mass of cluster is defined as 

 r = 

R cm 

− R c 

R vir 

, (5) 

here R vir is virial radius, within which virial theorem applies for a
ound system, R c is the cluster centre, here the density peak of the
luster from AHF , and R cm 

is the position of the centre of mass. 
 gravitationally bounded system in equilibrium should have a

ymmetric mass distribution, which would give a vanishing distance
etween the centre of mass and the peak of density. In the case
f a cluster merger, ho we ver, the density peak will typically be at
he location of the largest galaxy, while the centre of mass will be
omewhere between the main halo and the merging object, leading
o a non-zero value for � r . Therefore, � r provides another measure
or how far a cluster is out of dynamical equilibrium. 
NRAS 516, 26–38 (2022) 
We emphasize here that all the three parameters are only phe-
omenological descriptions 2 of the cluster dynamical state due to the
ack of a physically defined quantity for it. Furthermore, it is not clear
hich parameter contributes more to or describes better the cluster
ynamical state. Therefore, varying criteria are applied to classify a
luster as relax ed. F or e xample, Cui et al. ( 2017 ) concluded that a
elaxed cluster should satisfy three criteria: � r < 0.04, f s < 0.1, and
.85 < η < 1.15. With these criteria, Haggar et al. ( 2020 ) combined
hese three parameters that are normalized to their thresholds but
ith equal weight, to a continuous, non-binary measure of cluster
ynamical states, which is defined as the ‘relaxation’ parameter of
he cluster, χDS : 

DS = 

√ 

3 (
f s 
0 . 1 

)2 + 

( | 1 −η| 
0 . 15 

)2 + 

(
� r 

0 . 04 

)2 
(6) 

For a cluster to be dynamically relaxed, it requires � r and f s to
e minimized, and η ≈ 1. Therefore, the most relaxed clusters are
xpected to have large χDS ( χDS > 1). This is the criterion forwarded
y Haggar et al. ( 2020 ). 
Ho we ver, there is no distinct separation between the relaxed and

nrelaxed clusters; the distribution of the χDS exhibits a curve closer
o single peak Gaussian (see fig. 2 of Haggar et al. 2020 ). Thus, while

DS = 1 is a reasonable choice to classify a cluster’s dynamical state
nto relaxed and unrelaxed, it remains unsatisfyingly arbitrary. 

.2 The thr eshold-fr ee λDS function 

s discussed before, the common issue in all previous works of
lassifying cluster dynamical states with either single or multiple
ynamical parameters is that the thresholds for these parameters are
hosen arbitrarily. In order to o v ercome such issue, we assume that
 mass-complete cluster sample at z = 0 can be roughly separated
nto dynamically relaxed and unrelaxed from the DMO simulations.
ote that the mass-complete sample is required as the λDS will be
iased to the sample if it is selected in particular ways. 
Here, we introduce a new relaxation parameter, λDS , which is a

eneralized version of equation ( 6 ) from Haggar et al. ( 2020 ): 

DS = 

√ 

3 

( a × � r ) 2 + ( b × f s ) 2 + | 1 − η| 2 . (7) 

nstead of using specific pre-factors of � r and f s terms, we allow
hese pre-factors a and b to be varied in such a way that λDS has as
lose to a double-Gaussian distribution as possible. Since we only
are about the distribution of λDS and not about its absolute values,
he critical aspect in equation ( 7 ) is the relative contributions from the
hree denominator terms. Therefore, we can arbitrarily set one term’s
refactor in the denominator to be unity with no loss of generality,
hich we choose to do for the | 1- η| term. 
To determine the optimal values for a and b , we use the DMO

imulation sample from THE THREE HUNDRED . Using the DMO runs
llows us to define the values based on a robust and reproducible
ethodology, which shows little variations among different codes

e.g. Sembolini et al. 2016a , b ), even if it does not yield realistic
lusters which can be significantly affected by baryonic physics (e.g.
ui et al. 2016 ; Elahi et al. 2016 ). 
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Figure 1. Distributions of the relaxation parameter, log 10 λDS , for the mass- 
complete cluster sample from the DMO run, at redshift z = 0. The best-fitting 
parameters are a = 7.30 and b = 0.30. Red line represents the fitted Double- 
Gaussian distribution. The two single-Gaussian functions are represented by 
orange and green line. 
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In order to classify the clusters into two families, we choose a
unctional form for the distribution of λDS as a double Gaussian. The 
re-factors a and b can then be determined by fitting the distributions
f λDS with a double-Gaussian function, and finding out the pair of a
nd b which can give the ‘best’ double Gaussian distribution, which 
e describe next. After the tw o f amilies of clusters are fitted, it is
atural to use the crossing point of the two Gaussian curves as the
hreshold for separating the cluster into relaxed and unrelaxed. 

.3 Determine coefficients a and b 

o determine the a and b parameters, we first compute λDS for each
luster in the DMO THE THREE HUNDRED runs at redshift 0, for
arameters ( a , b ), both ranging from 0 to 15, in steps of 0.01. For
ach parameter pair, we fit a double-Gaussian function with the free 
arameters c 1 , c 2 , μ1 , μ2 and σ 1 , σ 2 to be determined by 

 ( x) = c 1 e 
− ( x−μ1 ) 

2 

2 σ2 
1 + c 2 e 

− ( x−μ2 ) 
2 

2 σ2 
2 . (8) 

Several criteria are made to select the best a and b values: 

(i) the list of λDS must not pass the Shapiro–Wilk test (Shapiro & 

ilk 1965 ), which tests whether a normal distribution can be fit
ith a single peak. shapiro () function can be directly imported from

cipy . stats , and it will return an indicator called P value when acting
n a list-like object. The distribution is normal if its P value is greater
han 0.05. For our selected range of a and b with a range which yield
he results that fit most with 2500 pair of data. 0.05 is chosen for
he threshold to reject the Gaussian distribution, as when it is below
.05, a smaller number does not necessarily provide a better double 
aussian fit. 
(ii) Six parameters ( c 1 , c 2 , μ1 , μ2 , σ 1 , and σ 2 ) are obtained

rom fitting the double-Gaussian distribution. In a well-behaved 
ouble-Gaussian function, the two peaks are expected to have similar 
eights, similar widths, and be relatively well-separated. Therefore, 
dditional exclusionary criteria are set to be | c 1 − c 2 | > 10 (heights
oo different), | μ1 − μ2 | < 0.2 (small separation, in log scale), and
 σ 1 − σ 2 | > 0.05 (widths too different). 

After excluding all ( a , b ) pairs with the above criteria, we select
he best set of values to be the one which has the smallest fitting error
 , given by the quadrature sum of the difference between the true
DS distribution and the fitting function. 
The best-fitting parameters for the DMO run are a = 7.30 and

 = 0.30. We note that the equi v alent v alues from Haggar et al.
 2020 ) would be a = 3.75, b = 1.5, with the pre-factor for the
 1 − η| term scaled out. Hence our double Gaussian criterion 
referentially weights the � r (centre-of-mass offset) term more and 
he f s (substructure mass) term less compared to the | 1 − η| term. For
he best-fitting distribution, the values for c 1 , c 2 , μ1 , μ2 , σ 1 , σ 2 , and
 are 35.35, 30.38, 0.34, 0.80, 0.18, 0.13, and 115.20, respectively. 
The λDS distribution with the fitting results is plotted in Fig. 1 . The

nderlying distribution of λDS for our chosen ( a , b ) is shown as the
lue histogram. The red line shows the best-fitting double Gaussian, 
nd the orange and green lines are the individual Gaussians. 

It is evident that the double Gaussian provides a good fit to the
istrib ution. The distrib ution itself is not obviously bimodal, b ut none
he less is statistically poorly fit by a single Gaussian (Shapiro–Wilk 
 = 0.01). The two underlying Gaussians are well-separated, and of
imilar height and width, which satisfy our criteria for selecting ( a ,
 ). 
The double-Gaussian distribution of λDS a v oids the arbitrary 

hoice of the threshold for separating dynamically relaxed and 
nrelaxed clusters modulo that the assumption of the Double- 
aussian distribution with similar height and width restricts the shape 
f the λDS distribution. The threshold for λDS is naturally defined 
s the x coordinate of the crossing point of two Single-Gaussian
unctions, see Fig. 1 . For our best-fitting distribution, the threshold
alue is λDS = 3.424. 

We note that the fitting parameters, a and b , and thus the thresh-
ld for separating relaxed and unrelaxed clusters, can be sample 
ependent; reducing or increasing the minimum cluster mass in the 
ass-complete sample can change a and b slightly. Ho we ver, we are

imited to our sample in this study, and as long as we are consistent,
ur results will not quantitatively change. This is because these three
ey quantities: f s , � and η are unit-less, which do not depend on
ass or redshift. Therefore, the same λDS classified as relaxed at z =
 or for cluster with higher mass, should be equally relaxed at high
 or a lower mass. Further investigation regarding the changes of a
nd b with different samples requires a much larger simulation suite,
e leave it for a later study. 

.4 The relationship between λDS and χDS 

ur new dynamical relaxation parameter, λDS , is based heavily 
n χDS (equation 6 ; Haggar et al. 2020 ). Earlier, we showed that
he optimized parameters λDS provide a different weighting for the 
arious terms as compared to χDS . Here, we explore the differences
n these two measures in more detail, and compare them head to
ead. 

Fig. 2 shows a comparison of the values of λDS versus χDS for
he DMO sample of THE THREE HUNDRED clusters. The correlation 
etween λDS and χDS is almost linear, showing that both methods 
lassify clusters into relaxed and unrelaxed systems broadly simi- 
arly. 

Haggar et al. ( 2020 ) split the sample into relaxed clusters ( χDS 

 1.030), unrelaxed clusters ( χDS < 0.619), and intermediate with 
.619 < χDS < 1.030. The two thresholds from Haggar et al. ( 2020 )
re represented by two red vertical lines in. In our work, a single
hreshold, λDS = 3.424, is determined from a systematical way, 
hich is represented by the green horizontal line. 
Most clusters classified as relaxed or unrelaxed by Haggar et al.

 2020 ) have a similar classification with our parameter. This means,
MNRAS 516, 26–38 (2022) 
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M

Figure 2. λDS versus χDS in logarithm scale for 324 clusters, at z = 0, in 
GX run, which Haggar et al. ( 2020 ) used. Two red vertical lines represent the 
threshold on χDS for relaxed clusters and unrelaxed clusters, which are χDS = 

1.030 and χDS = 0.619, respectively. The green vertical line represents the 
threshold on λDS , which is λDS = 3.424. 
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lthough our new relaxation parameter λDS adjusts the relative con-
ributions between dynamical parameters η, f s and � r to rescale and
edistribute the old relaxation parameter χDS , it is still monotonically
orrelated and does not qualitatively change the results from previous
orks on classifying cluster dynamical states. None the less, the non-

rbitrary classification procedure to obtain λDS makes classifying
ynamical states more robust, reproducible, and extensible to other
ass and redshift ranges. 
We do not directly connect λDS with observation classification
ethods, such as morphology (see De Luca et al. 2021 , for example),

elocity distribution deviation (see Roberts & Parker 2017 ; de
arvalho et al. 2017 , for example) or the projected phase space
f cluster galaxies (Pasquali et al. 2019 ). Ho we ver, we note that the
onnection between χDS and observational methods has been studied
n De Luca et al. ( 2021 ), which has shown a good correlation between
hem. Given the broad similarity of λDS in terms of classification,
e expect that this will provide a similarly good correlation with
bservational approaches. 

 APPLICATIONS  

.1 The effect of baryons 

ifferent hydrodynamical simulations use different baryonic models,
hich can result in different best-fitting Double-Gaussian functions.
or simplicity in this investigation, and to highlight the changes
ue to different baryon models, we apply the same fitting results
rom DMO fitting as the baseline, i.e. with a = 7.3, b = 0.3,
o calculate λDS in GX and GIZMO runs. See Section A for more
nformation. Nevertheless, by applying the same parameters with
hreshold, we can examine the effects of baryons. For example, with
he same threshold, λDS = 3.424, applied to GX and GIZMO run,
e find that 151/171/170 clusters are classified as relaxed clusters in
MO/GX/GIZMO run. It looks that hydrosimulations with baryon
odel tend to increase the number of relaxed clusters. More details
ill be presented in Section 4.1 . 
We further investigate the baryon effect on dynamical parameters

, f s , � r , and λDS . We matched the corresponding clusters from
ifferent runs at z = 0. For each cluster, the differences in these
arameters between hydrodynamical simulation (GX or GIZMO)
NRAS 516, 26–38 (2022) 
nd DMO simulation are shown in Fig. 3 . Distributions of these
ifferences are plotted in histograms. Then, for each parameter, the
edian numbers of these differences are used to quantify the baryon

ffect. Those median numbers and standard errors are marked as
ertical lines in Fig. 3 and listed in Table 1 . The main results of
aryon effects are discussed below: 

(i) η from the GX run and the GIZMO run are reduced by about
 per cent compared to the median value from the DMO run. The
ifferences distribution between the two hydrodynamical simulations
s very small, which gives the insight that the impact on η depends
eakly on baryon models. Cui et al. ( 2017 ) showed a similar result
n the weakly model-dependent effect of the decrease in η, but with
 more significant difference, about 10 per cent, for cooling, star
orming and feedback (CSF) run and AGN run. Here, CSF run refers
o a hydrodynamical simulation ignoring the AGN feedback, and the
GN run includes AGN feedback. They also concluded that the ratio
etween η from the hydrodynamical run and η from DMO run shows
o dependence on cluster mass. 
(ii) Standard deviations of the differences between � r from

X/GIZMO run and from DMO the run are comparable to the
cale of the median number of � r from the DMO run, which shows
he scattering distribution of � r in hydrodynamical simulation, in
greement with the result in Cui et al. ( 2017 ). This is because the
osition of the substructure can be largely affected by baryons.
o we v er, the av erage amount of change for all clusters is small,
hich behaves as a slight decrease about 5 per cent compared

o the DMO run. This could be mainly caused by the central
alaxy formation, which deeps the potential and increases the halo
oncentration. Thus, more weights are contributed from the central
egion. 

(iii) Compared to the DMO value, f s increases by 17 per cent in
he GIZMO run. This is in agreement with the result on Cui et al.
 2017 ): their CSF run increases the f s by 40 per cent for higher cluster
ass and by 20 per cent for clusters with lower abundances. 
o we ver, the median change of f s in GX run is negligible, smaller

han 5 per cent. The difference between f s from GX run and GIZMO
un should come from the feedback models that control the galaxy
ormation in these less-massive substructures. The comparison of
atellite stellar mass function in Cui et al. ( 2022 ) makes it clear that
he satellite stellar-mass function from the GIZMO run agrees better
ith the observation results at lower galaxy mass than GX, which is

bout five times lower. 
(iv) λDS in GX (GIZMO) run is 9 (6) per cent higher than in DMO

un, which indicates a weak baryon-model dependence of λDS . This is
ot surprising as the baryon models weakly influence the individual
arameters. 

.2 Dynamical state and cluster mass accretion history 

t is clear that the cluster dynamical state changes are caused by the
ccretion of mass, especially in the case of major merger events (see
oole et al. 2006b ; Sampaio et al. 2021 , for example). Ho we ver, it

s unclear how significant the cluster dynamical state can be altered
nd how long the cluster will return to a relaxed state after a merger
vent. In this section, we will try to quantify the relationship between
luster dynamical states and the mass changes and investigate the
elaxation time scale – from the beginning of a disturbance to the
nal relaxed state (see more details in the following section). In Fig. 4 ,
e illustrate the evolution tracks of λDS and �M 200 

M 200 
o v er time for one

rbitrary example cluster, where the variation � M 200 is estimated
y M 200 in the snapshot i minus M 200 in snapshot i-1. The original
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Figure 3. Distributions of the relative differences for (from top to bottom) 
η, � r , f s , λDS between GX (blue histograms) or GIZMO (orange histograms) 
run and DMO run. Green (red) vertical lines represent the median number of 
differences for GX (GIZMO) run. 
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ehaviour of the evolution track of λDS is highly jagged because 
f the frequent mergers along with difficulties in correctly tracking 
he progenitors in the simulation, so the function sav ag ol f ilter 

rom SciPy . signal is applied to smooth the evolution curve (see
cipy.org). In this function, the length of the filter window is set
o be 11 data points, and the order of the polynomial to fit the
ample is set to be 3. Note that relaxation time-scale estimated in
his way is depending on λDS . Furthermore, this estimation differs 
rom the standard relaxation time-scale calculation based on two- 
ody relaxation (Binney & Tremaine 1987 ). This is because the
atter is only true when the system is isolated, while our calculation
s more practical considering the merger events during the cluster’s 
volution. Therefore, we use the relaxation period for our calculation 
o distinguish them later. 

.3 The cluster relaxation period 

o investigate the evolution of cluster dynamical states, we define the
relaxation period’ to describe the time taken by a cluster to evolve
rom a relaxed state to an unrelaxed state and then return to the
elaxed states. As shown in Fig. 5 , one relaxation period starts with
he local maximum of λDS abo v e the threshold before decreasing,
fter which the λDS of cluster continues decreasing until it reach some
ocal minimum below the threshold. Then, the relaxation period ends 
ith the first crossing point between λDS evolutionary track and the 

hreshold, through which the cluster return to a relaxed state again.
ote that we exclude the evolution track in the very beginning 4 Gyrs.
his is because the halo still have a small mass, and its dynamical
tate can be dramatically changed due to frequent merging events. 
ur definition of this relaxation period is very similar to the merger

ime, which is defined in Contreras-Santos et al. ( 2022 ). We share
he same initial point to mark the start of relaxation period. Ho we ver,
ontreras-Santos et al. ( 2022 ) requires the cluster returning to a

ollowing peak of the dynamical relaxation parameter for the end, 
nstead of the crossing of the threshold (our case). Besides that, they
sed χDS parameter to quantify the cluster dynamical state, which is 
ery similar to our λDS as shown in Fig. 2 . Therefore, we expect a
imilar scale between their merger time and our relaxation time. It is
orth noting that their studies focus on major merger events ( � M 

/ M
0.5), while we will provide a more statistical view of the relaxation

eriod. 
As shown in Fig. 5 , one cluster can have more than one relaxation

eriod during its evolution process. The distributions for relaxation 
eriods for clusters in samples are shown in Fig. 6 . The relaxation
eriod is quantified as the median number of relaxation periods, 
hich are 1.9 (1.8) Gyr, 1.6 (1.6) Gyr, and 1.4 (1.6) Gyr for DMO run,
X run, and GIZMO run, respectively, the numbers inside brackets 

re standard deviations. 

.3.1 Connection to the halo mass changes 

he relaxation period provides valuable information about the evo- 
ution of cluster dynamical states, especially when connecting with 
he merger events. As mentioned above, it is intuitively correlated 
o the mass accretion history of a cluster, with an increase in halo

ass leading to a decrease on λDS . It worth noting that there can be
ultiple �M 200 

M 200 
peaks in a relaxation period, which corresponds to 

ultiple mergers in the cluster formation. 
To quantify such correlation, we start from simple cases which 

nly contain one �M 200 
M 200 

peak in a relaxation period. We leave the
elaxation period with multiple peaks for validating our analytical 
MNRAS 516, 26–38 (2022) 
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Table 1. The median numbers of the differences of (from left to right) η, � r , f s , and λDS between GX run (the first 
row)/GZIMO run (the second row) with standard errors and DMO run, The third row displays the median numbers of 
each parameter in DMO run. 

η � r f s λDS 

GX - DMO −0.039 ± 0.232 −0.005 ± 0.030 −0.003 ± 0.036 0.289 ± 2.471 
GIZMO - DMO −0.034 ± 0.256 −0.003 ± 0.036 0.025 ± 0.036 0.180 ± 2.554 
DMO 1.155 0.066 0.143 3.017 

Figure 4. Evolution tracks of λDS (orange) and �M 200 
M 200 

(green) o v er time for 
the fifth cluster, in (a) DMO run, (b) GX run, and (c) GIZMO run. The red 
horizontal line represents the threshold λDS = 3.424. The region above this 
line represents the cluster in a dynamically relaxed state. 

Figure 5. λDS evolutionary track for the fifth cluster in DMO run. The red 
brackets labels two relaxation periods identified in the evolutionary process 
of the cluster. The red horizontal line represents the threshold of cluster 
dynamical states, abo v e and below which are relax ed and unrelax ed states, 
respectively. 
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ormulae. Contradicting to our expectation, we do not find any strong
orrelation between the relaxation time period versus the maxima of
ractional halo mass change. We think different mass accretions could
ause this, for example, multiple small merge at the same time, or
ass accretion from local environments versus a single major merger.
urthermore, the host halo mass may play an important role. For
xample, 10 per cent of mass accreting to a 10 10 M � halo should have
ifferent relaxation periods compared to a 10 15 M � halo. Therefore,
e normalize the relaxation period with the dynamical time-scale,

 dyn , which is defined as 

 dyn = 

(
R 

3 
vir 

GM vir 

)1 / 2 

, (9) 

here R vir and M vir are virial radius and virial mass, respectively.
ere, we simply adopt R 200 as the virial radius and M 200 as the virial
ass. Then, we correlate the normalized relaxation period with the

�M 200 
M 200 

peak. 
From equation ( 9 ), it is easy to show that the dynamical time-scale,

 dyn , is only a function of critical density, ρc , which solely depends
n redshift z. Hence, the dynamical time-scale can be determined
nly with a given redshift. In this study, t dyn is determined from the
edshifts at which the relaxation periods start. 

The scatter plots of relaxation period/dynamical time-scale versus
�M 200 
M 200 

are shown in Fig. 7 . The Spearman rank-order correlation coef-
cient is 0.59/0.55/0.52 for DMO/GX/GIZMO run, which indicates
 moderate correlation. Including more halo properties may give a
etter correlation. We retain that for a future study. Note that, as have
iscussed in Section 4.3 , it is no surprise to see a similar distribution
f t relax/t dyn 

in Fig. 7 compared to the fig. 3 of Contreras-Santos et al.
 2022 ). 

Then, we fitted these scatter plots with a linear function: 

t relax 

t dyn 

= k × �M 200 

M 200 
+ h (10) 
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Figure 6. Relaxation period distribution for all clusters, in (a) DMO run, 
(b) GX run, and (c) GIZMO run. Blue bins represent all relaxation periods, 
orange bins represent relaxation periods with only one �M 200 

M 200 
peak inside. 
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peak, 

for (a) DMO run, (b) GX run, and (c) GIZMO run. 
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nd we obtain k = 12.047/10.706/9.794 and h = 1.169/1.111/1.183 
rom DMO/GX/GIZMO run, respectiv ely. F or the two hydrody- 
amical simulations, we calculate their mean square fitting errors 
nd compare them with the mean square errors from DMO fitting 
unction, i.e. data are from the hydrodynamical run. Still, predictions 
re made with equation ( 10 ) with parameters k and h yielded from
MO fitting. For GX run, the mean square error from DMO fitting ( k
 12.047, h = 1.169) is 0.36, and that from GX fitting ( k = 10.706,
 = 1.111) is 0.34. For GIZMO run, the mean square error from
MO fitting is 0.34, and that from GIZMO fitting ( k = 9.794, h
 1.183) is 0.33. The differences in mean square fitting errors from
MO fitting and hydrodynamical fitting are small in both cases. 
herefore, we use the values of k and h from the DMO fitting for all
hree simulations. 

The distributions of fitting errors for relaxation periods with single 
�M 200 
M 200 

peak inside are shown in Fig. 8 . Most errors between predicted
nd real relaxation periods (89 per cent/91 per cent/89 per cent for
MO/GX/GIZMO run) are less than ∼0.5 Gyr. These are con- 

iderably less than the median length of those relaxation periods 
ith single �M 200 

M 200 
peak, which is 1.847/1.577/1.413 Giga years in 

MO/GX/GIZMO run. The median fitting errors of three distribu- 
ions are close to 0, and slightly de viating to wards a positive direction.
he skewness and kurtosis of the distribution in DMO/GX/GIZMO 
MNRAS 516, 26–38 (2022) 
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peak inside 
the duration, for (a) DMO run, (b) GX run, and (c) GIZMO run. Red vertical 
line represents the median number of fitting errors. 
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un are −1.159/ −1.030/ −0.461 and 3.075/4.050/2.429, respectively.
he ne gativ e skewness means that there is more weight in the left

ail of the distribution. 
Given the linear correlation shown in Fig. 7 , it is not surprising to

ee such a relatively small fitting error. To verify this fitting function,
e adopt it for making predictions of the relaxation periods with more

han one �M 200 
M 200 

peaks by simply linear summation of contributions

rom all �M 200 
M 200 

peaks: 

 relax = t dyn ×
n ∑ 

i= 1 

(
12 . 047 × �M 200 ,i 

M 200 ,i 
+ 1 . 169 

)
, (11) 

where t dyn is calculated by the redshift at which the relaxation
eriod starts, and n represents the total number of �M 200 

M 200 
peaks that

appen within the relaxation period. Note that a different t dyn for
ach peak may give a better prediction. The distributions of fitting
rrors for those relaxation periods with multiple peaks inside are
howed in Fig. 9 . Most errors (82 per cent/88 per cent/88 per cent in
MO/GX/GIZMO run) are less than ∼2 Gyrs. Ho we ver, the median
umbers of these distributions de viate to wards the positi ve direction
 � 0 . 5 Gyr), which means that equation ( 11 ) slightly o v erestimates
he length of the relaxation period. The skewness and kurtosis for the
istribution in DMO/GX/GIZMO run are 0.429/ −0.008/0.042 and
.602/2.363/3.371, respectively. 
The fractional fitting error distributions of relaxation periods

ith multiple �M 200 
M 200 

peaks for DMO, GX, and GIZMO run are
lotted altogether in Fig. 10 . The histograms are not normal-
zed. The total number of relaxation periods identified in two
ydrodynamical runs is significantly larger than that in DMO
un, which implies an increased merger events by the baryon
ffect. 81.3 per cent/74.1 per cent/71.2 per cent of fractional er-
ors in DMO/GX/GIZMO run are less than 0.6. The skewness
nd kurtosis for the distribution in DMO/GX/GIZMO run are
.602/1.230/1.980 and 4.396/2.033/6.342, respectively. In agreement 
ith the behaviours in absolute error distributions, all fractional error
istributions de viate to wards positi ve direction. The deviation of
he median number of fractional fitting error is most substantial in
he GIZMO run. The median number in GX run also has a larger
eviation than that in DMO run. 

 C O N C L U S I O N S  A N D  DISCUSSIONS  

n this work, we use the mass-complete cluster sample from THE

HREE HUNDRED to study the cluster dynamical states and proposed
 new parameter λDS to classify the clusters into dynamical relaxed
nd unrelaxed without a manually set threshold. Benefiting from
he different runs (DMO, GX, and GIZMO) within this project, we
an also investigate the baryon effect on the cluster dynamical state.
urthermore, we define a relaxation period and connect it to the halo
ass changes. The main findings are summarized below: 

(i) Based on the relaxation parameter χDS in Haggar et al. ( 2020 ),
 new threshold-free function of λDS is proposed to classify cluster
ynamical states, which is 

DS = 

√ 

3 

(7 . 30 × � r ) 2 + (0 . 30 × f s ) 2 + | 1 − η| 2 (12) 

he threshold distinguishing relaxed and unrelaxed states is naturally
et by the double-Gaussian fitting of the λDS distribution. At redshift
 = 0, 151/171/170 clusters of all 324 clusters are classified
o be dynamically relaxed in DMO/GX/GIZMO run. The λDS 
NRAS 516, 26–38 (2022) 
arameter is linearly correlated to χDS parameter, and it preserves
he classification results based on χDS . 

(ii) Including baryons in simulations can slightly reduce the virial
atio η, which is 2 per cent lower in GX and GIZMO run compared
o DMO run. 
he baryonic effect results in the scattering distribution of the
entre of mass offset, � r , the standard deviation of the difference
etween � r from GX/GIZMO run and DMO run is large (more than
0 per cent) compared to the scale of � r from DMO run. 
ubhalo mass fraction f s is 17 per cent higher in the GIZMO run than

n the DMO run, while the GX run is about 2 per cent lower. 
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Figure 9. Prediction errors of relaxation periods with multiple �M 200 
M 200 

peaks 
inside the duration, for (a) DMO run, (b) GX run, and (c) GIZMO run. Red 
vertical lines represent the median prediction errors. 
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n combination, the λDS in the GIZMO run is 3 per cent lower than
n the GX run, which has about 10 per cent higher value than the
MO run. Therefore, more relaxed clusters are presented in the 
ydrodynamic simulations. Nevertheless, the baryons play a weak 
ole in altering the cluster dynamical state. 

(iii) The median number of relaxation periods (the time taken by 
 cluster to evolve from the most relaxed state to unrelaxed state and
hen return to relaxed state), also regarded as a relaxation period, is
.913/1.610/1.419 for DMO/GX/GIZMO run, respectively. 
(iv) The relaxation period is correlated to cluster mass accretion 
istory. For relaxation periods with a single �M 200 

M 200 
peak inside, a 

oderate linear correlation is observed, which is described as 

t relax 

t dyn 

= 12 . 047 × �M 200 

M 200 
+ 1 . 169 . (13) 

n general case, the length of relaxation periods can be predicted
rom the heights of �M 200 

M 200 
peaks with 

 relax = t dyn ×
n ∑ 

i= 1 

(
12 . 047 × �M 200 ,i 

M 200 ,i 
+ 1 . 169 

)
(14) 

ith a considerable small error, basically less than 2 Gyrs. 

As shown in Fig. 2 , the new proposed λDS is basically linear
orrelated with the χDS . So it can be correlated with these observa-
ional measured quantities, such as M (Cialone et al. 2018 ; De Luca
t al. 2021 ) and C (Capalbo et al. 2021 ) parameters. The clusters
an be naturally separated into relaxed and unrelaxed by applying 
ts threshold from a double-Gaussian fitting,. With this single and 
on-arbitrary classification, it is straightforward to define some time- 
cale to describe the transition rate of dynamical states of a cluster.
uch time-scale can be determined entirely from the features of the
volution track of λDS (see Fig. 5 ), which makes it applicable to be
nalysed statistically for a large number of clusters, thus e v aluate
ts o v erall correlation with other observables (e.g. fractional mass
hange of cluster). 

In this work, we only impose two constraints on the λDS parameter:
a ving well-beha ved Double-Gaussian distrib ution o v er clusters and
reserving classification results with χDS . Meanwhile, the observed 
inear correlation between subhalo mass fraction f s and centre of 

ass offset � r is likely to introduce additional degrees of freedom in
ouble-Gaussian fitting. Therefore, we acknowledge that there may 
e some other values of a and b in equation ( 7 ), or even a different
orm of function to combine dynamical parameters together, which 
an make λDS satisfy our requirements. In future work, it will be
orthy of investigating the potential impro v ement of the formalism
f λDS with some advanced statistical methods. 
Although the baryons can affect the cluster properties in different 

spects (see Cui et al. 2016 , for example), the cluster dynamical state
eems to be less influenced by the baryons. That is understandable
MNRAS 516, 26–38 (2022) 
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s baryons have the strongest effect at very small scale, while the
ynamical state describes the full dynamical information of the
luster. This is similar to baryon effects on the total cluster mass
see Cui et al. 2012 ; Cui, Borgani & Murante 2014 , for example).
greed with Zhang, Yu & Lu ( 2016 ), the baryon effect does shirk

he cluster’s relaxation period, which results in slightly more relaxed
lusters in the hydrodynamical runs. Ho we ver, unlike their ideal
ase study, which does not include any baryon processes in two-
aloes merger event, the hydrosimulated clusters from THE THREE

UNDRED project do not show significantly change in the relaxation
eriod. This can be explained as the merger speed and gas content
re relatively low in reality, which is in agreement with their results
∼70 per cent reduction in the merger time-scale. 
Note that our definition of the cluster relaxation period is slightly

ifferent from the merger time, which is widely used in the semi-
nalytical models (for example Boylan-Kolchin, Ma & Quataert
008 ; Jiang et al. 2008 ; Jiang & van den Bosch 2014 ). Our definition
ocused on the o v erall cluster dynamical state, while the merger
ime is mainly interested in the dynamical friction, for example, a
atellite galaxy moving in a dark matter halo. The two time-scales
re very similar when a major merger happens. Moreover, by using
he relation between the cluster dynamical state relaxation period
ith the cluster mass changes in this study, one can roughly predict
ow long the cluster will return to a relaxed state. 
As the merger events can lead to the cluster/galaxy property

hanges, Contreras-Santos et al. ( 2022 ) using the cluster dynamical
hanges (similar to our relaxation period definition) to define pre-
nd post-merger phases, we found that stellar content of BCGs grows
ignificantly during mergers: The main growth mechanism is the
ccretion of older stars; there is a burst in star formation induced
y the merger. Furthermore, the evolution of the hydrodynamic
quilibrium bias can be also tightly connected to the major mergers
Gianfagna et al., in preparation). Therefore, through the observed
ccretion in mass, we can predict the cluster relaxation period, which
an be used to predict the changes in these quantities. 
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PPENDIX  A :  T H E  λDS DISTRIBU TIONS  F O R  

X  A N D  G I Z M O  

t is interesting to see whether the parameters determined by the 
MO run give similar distributions of λDS from the two hydroruns. 
ote that due to the baryon effect on the three key quantities: η, � r ,

nd f s , the λDS distributions are not guaranteed to be double Gaussian.
e show the results in Fig. A1 . Although the distribution of λDS from
X can be fitted to double-Gaussian, there is a shift of the threshold
alue compared to the DMO result. While GIZMO can not be fitted
y a double Gaussian distribution. Note that we nev er e xpect the
igure A1. Distributions of relaxation parameter, λDS , in log10 scale (the
ame as Fig. 1 ) for 324 clusters at redshift z = 0, in GX run (a) and GIZMO
un (b). Red lines represent Double-Gaussian fit and single-Gaussian fits are
epresented by orange and green lines in each plot. 

ydrodynamic simulated clusters can be fitted by double Gaussian 
urve as the baryon models will change cluster dynamical state. 
ndeed, by looking at the baryon effects on individual key quantity
n Fig. 4 , we find that there is a shift in f s for GIZMO compared to
X. Though the median λDS from GIZMO shows little change to the
ne from DMO, its distribution seems not to be fitted by a double-
aussian curv e. Nev ertheless, we only interest in separating relaxed

nd un-relaxed clusters. Given its λDS values, as well as the fixed
hreshold from the DMO run, the relaxed and un-relaxed clusters 
rom GIZMO are also fixed. 

PPENDI X  B:  λDS A N D  T H R E S H O L D  F O R  R 5 0 0  

ATA  

or R500 data, a halo mass cut, M 500 = 4.6 e 14 is applied to exclude
ow-mass clusters. Then the same method is applied to the left 246
lusters, and the free coefficients for λ in equation 7 are determined
o be a = 15.85 and b = 1.04. The distribution of λDS for R500 is
howed in Fig. B1 . 

The threshold is λDS = 2.61, as the X coordinate of the crossing
oint of two Single-Gaussian functions. With this threshold, 101 in 
46 clusters are classified as relaxed. 
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Figure B1. Distributions of the relaxation parameter, log 10 λDS , for the mass- 
complete cluster sample from the DMO run, R500, at redshift z = 0. The 
best-fitting parameters are a = 15.85 and b = 1.04. Red line represents the 
fitted Double-Gaussian distribution. The two single-Gaussian functions are 
represented by orange and green line. 
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